
EASY INSTALL 

Floating Shelf Installation Instructions 

 

Thank you for purchasing your Gold Coast Rustic Series custom floating shelves. Installation is as easy as 

1,2,3. Should you have any questions about the installation process you can call one of our technicians 

at (404)430-1897 and we will be happy to answer any questions. 

Keep in mind that your mounts and shelves may be made from some reclaimed materials and may 

contain some characteristic unevenness or finish imperfections. This does not in any way reduce the 

support and security of the installation hardware, but goes a long way in reducing our carbon footprint 

and the cost to manufacture our products.  

 

TOOLS  

 

Phillips Screw Driver or Cordless Screw Driver 

OPTIONAL TOOLS  

Stud Finder | Carpenters Level | Pencil 

    
 

Hardware Supplied 
 

 

 

 

 

(3) 2 ½ mounting screws                 (2) 1 ½  Shelf mounting screws  

Manufactured by Cowboy Builds, Inc. Kennesaw Georgia USA 

Distributed by Collective Decor 

Mounting Bracket 
Gold Coast Rustic Shelf 

2’, 3’, 4’, 5’ 

Instructions Online www.collectivedecor.com 



EASY INSTALL KIT  

Mark lines atop and below where you 

would like the bracket mounted.  

While it isn’t necessary to place your screws on a 

stud. We recommend that you do so if you 

intend for the shelf to support any item over 

20lbs. We recommend using an electronic stud 

finder to secure your shelf. (Not Included) 

 

Place the floating shelf over the brackets. 

Position right to left as desired.  
Place bracket on the wall while driving the middle 

screw in first.  Place level atop the and tilt left to 

right or right to left until the bubble shows level. 

Finally; secure the bracket and final screws.  

(Level not included) 

Step One  Step Two  

Step Three  
Step Four 

Step Five 

Level the shelf into place  

Step Six 

Find the two mounting holes pre-drilled in the 

shelf brackets and secure down.  

 


